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Friends for Mental Health is celebrating World Art Day! Each year on 
April 15th, UNESCO promotes the development and enjoyment of art.  
That’s why we decided to create an issue surrounding creative arts 
therapies. Learn more about the power of art and how it can not only 
foster your creativity, but better your mental health. 

World Art Day
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President’s Message

Michèle Paquette
President, Board of Friends for Mental Health

At the end of the fifth wave of this pandemic, we 
hope that you have found the necessary support 
that you needed from our organisation. This 
edition of Family Matters invites you to consider 
other ways of supporting yourself and recharging 
your energy and dreams when your wellness bank 
is running on empty. 

A dialogue with a loved one or a close friend, 
counselling, and psychotherapy are all therapeutic 
modalities using language. They can foster our 
well-being and help us find our way when life 
assaults us 
from all sides. 
However, 
sometimes we 
cannot find 
what we have 
within us and communicate it to another person 
through words alone.

Therapeutic modalities like art therapy, drama or 
movement and music therapy can help us connect 
with what is within ourselves and express our 
thoughts and emotions. If these modalities have 
a therapeutic goal, art itself is a source of renewal 

and meaning that can connect us with the beauty 
of human existence. 

In addition to using a specifically therapeutic 
approach, I also invite you to consider a visit to a 
museum, whether in-person or virtual, to discover 
the works of a local, regional or international 
artist, to sway to the sounds of a free concert, 
to let yourself be guided by a book towards a 
different world where new characters live, or to 
be a spectator of another world in a theatrical 
performance. All these cultural encounters can 

lead us to 
discover our 
inner emotions 
and resources, 
as well as 
experience 

moments of beauty and harmony that are sources 
of renewal and life.

In this beginning of a new year, I wish for you all 
to develop the curiosity of artistic expression, of 
the culture that gives meaning to our world and to 
ourselves, and to discover our unexpected inner 
resources.

“Art itself is a source of renewal and 
meaning that can connect us with the 

beauty of human existence.”

Dear Friends, 
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Johanne Bourbonnais
Executive Director 

Director’s Message

This issue of Family Matters highlights how 
art can help us live better in the present. Art 
therapy, music therapy, dance therapy, ikebana, 
drama therapy, photography, all of these artistic 
practices offer us the possibility of optimal 
experience that Mihali Csikszentmihalyi describes 
in his book Living: the psychology of happiness, or 
Flow, the original title.  In this book, the author 
presents us with the results of years of research 
on the positive aspects of the human experience: 
joy, creativity, and the process of total 
engagement that he calls flow, or the optimal 
experience. He describes the general principles 
for transforming our existence into a life full of 
enchantment. 

Here are the eight major characteristics of the 
optimal experience:

1. The task is achievable but challenging and 
requires a particular skill;

2. The individual is focused on what he or she is 
doing;

3. The intended target is clear;
4. The current activity provides immediate 

feedback;
5. The individual’s commitment is deep and 

eliminates any distractions;
6. The individual has control over his or her 

actions;
7. Preoccupation with the self disappears, 

but paradoxically, the sense of self is 
strengthened as a result of the optimal 

experience;
8. The perception of time is altered.
It is the combination of these elements that 

produces a sense of enchantment that makes 
people invest a lot of energy to feel it again. 
Think of the feeling experienced by someone 
who climbs a mountain and reaches the top, or 
someone who has just finished reading an exciting 
book and has imagined all the details.

When we are fully absorbed in the activity we 
are undertaking, this commitment takes over 
the mind so that attention cannot be focused on 
the past, the future, or any other non-essential 
stimuli. It seems that we humans are happiest 
when we lose our self-consciousness, when things 
happen without our having to think about them 
— in other words, without the intervention of the 
ego.

These satisfying experiences come from within, 
not from without. They are fluid and result from 
intense concentration on tasks that mobilize all 
of our skills. So cooking, martial arts, sports or 
photography can create the psychological state of 
happiness which are these optimal experiences. 
It’s up to you to choose the challenges you want 
to experience.

“It seems that we humans are 
happiest when we lose our      

self-consciousness, when things 
happen without our having to 

think about them.”

Living Better in the Present, or the Joy of Being in the Flow
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Art Therapy at Friends 
Art therapy takes place in a therapeutic setting 

via an art therapist. Several artistic mediums are 
possible, such as visual arts, dance, theatre or 
music. At Friends for Mental Health, art therapy 
services focus on the visual arts. Drawing, 
painting and sculpting offer those who are 
coping with the mental illness of a loved one an 
alternative way to externalize their emotions. 
My approach to art therapy is very non-directive 
and clients are free to choose from the different 
mediums available. My role is to empathise with 
their creative process, their work, to encourage 
free associations and to help them accept and 
understand the emotions that may have emerged. 
Creating images engages participants to become 
the authors of their own narrative and regain a 
sense of power and control. It is interesting to 

see how the participants who find themselves in 
a kinesthetic activity of artistic creation engage 
their inner rhythm, which allows them to find 
some confidence in seeing an image appear. In 
art therapy, the perception of this form allows 
a sense of relaxation (Hinz, 2020). The benefits 
of art therapy for this population are mainly: 
acceptance of limitations, resilience, managing 
change; increasing coping strategies, self-esteem, 
confidence; decreasing negative symptoms, 
stress levels, anxiety; providing a safe space that 
promotes personal learning. The production of an 
image gives participants access to an activation 
of their sensations, emotions and cognition. Art 
therapy at Friends for Mental Health is an active 
process that allows for preparation for what 
comes next.

Marie Julie Archambault, Art Therapist

Creative Arts Therapy Weeks
This year, the Quebec Art Therapies Association (AATQ) is celebrating Creative Arts Therapy Weeks 

from March 13 to March 27, 2022. During these two weeks, the AATQ will be hosting events about 
how the use of arts such as dance, visual arts, movement, music, poetry, and drama offer a healing path 
that is accessible to all. 

Friends for Mental Health is currently 
working with the Creative Arts Therapies 
department at Concordia in order to best 
meet our clientele’s needs, and is working 
on hiring a music therapist. We’ve also 
included a survey for your input regarding 
which creative arts therapies workshops 
you would be interested in attending. 

We hope this issue inspires your 
creativity — happy reading ! 
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“

“

Testimonials
Here is what our members have to say about art 

therapy at Friends for Mental Health!

I have attended several Creative Expression sessions on Zoom. At first, I found the 
experience challenging. I did not exactly know what I was feeling and how to express this 
visually. With time and with the art therapist’s guidance, acceptance, and non-judgmental 
cues, the exercise became easier and even enjoyable. I have almost filled an entire book 
with drawings. During our sessions, we usually did two creative expressions: one on how 
we were feeling and one based on a theme shared by the art therapist. Since these were 
group sessions, we also got to know other participants through sharing and discussing our 
creative expressions. We have continued to meet up on Zoom once a week when possible 
to continue the sessions on our own. I find this exercise very useful and enjoy doing it with 
a group  — it’s like a check in with ourselves and each other.

For me, this was a very positive & gentle experience. The art therapist set up this 
environment and is the only art therapist that I have experienced. I now have three very 
supportive new friends as a result, one of whom offered to lead us when we meet virtually 
to work on two pieces at least twice a month after the end of the workshop. This group has 
been the greatest alleviation of stress I have experienced with Friends for Mental Health 
over the last three years. For this I am hugely grateful.

“Discovering art therapy has helped me tremendously. This activity gave me back my self-
confidence. I was able to find my joie-de-vivre and discover and accept the emotional 
woman that I am. I can now express myself and set my limits. I have found a job. Thank you 
to your entire team.

“ These workshops have helped me resolve old traumas that were reactivated by my 
daughter’s mental illness. My journey to healing in these workshops has been powerful, 
and positive. I have grown immensely and been completely transformed. The feeling of 
camaraderie, sharing, and learning from others has been a source of comfort to me. Thank 
you from the depths of my heart. 
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If you would like to learn more 
about art therapy, this book 
is a great place to start. Leah 
Guzman’s  Essential Art Therapy 
Exercises: Effective Techniques 
to Manage Anxiety, Depression, 
and PTSD provides readers 
with creative techniques and 
exercises. The author, a licensed 
art therapist and mixed media 
artist, describes the history and 
benefits of art therapy in an 
accessible manner. She offers 
helpful warmups before starting 

longer exercises, such as 
feeling identification and a 
gratitude check-in. The longer 
art therapy exercises, much 
like the warmups, require 
no artistic background. They 
will allow you to increase 
self-awareness, develop 
emotional intelligence, and 
identify your feelings and 
strengths. 

$23.89, Amazon.

Book Recommendation
Sara Hashemi, Communications Coordinator 

March 24
7pm - 8:30pm 
Register by contacting info@asmfmh.com or 
calling 514-636-6885.

Art Therapy 
Movie Night
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Preventing Crisis Situations - Zoom
Every Tuesday from April 19th to May 24th

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
$30 • Bilingual

Spring 2022: Training & Workshops 

Schizophrenia: In Search of Recovery - Zoom
Every Tuesday from May 10th to June 14th
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
$30 • Bilingual

Minfulness Hour - Zoom
Every Thursday from March 24th to April 28th
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM 
FREE • French

Creative Expression Workshop - Zoom 
Every Tuesday from March 1st to April 5th
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
$30 • Bilingual

Preserving Your Mental Health - Zoom 
Every Tuesday from March 8th to April 12th

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • English

Art Therapy Workshop - In-person 
Every Monday from April 4th to May 23

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
$30 • Bilingual

Cyber Dependence and Mental Health - Zoom
Every Wednesday from March 16th to April 6th
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
$30 • French

The calendar of events is also available on our website
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Grandparent Support Group - Zoom
Every 2nd Wednesday of the month
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
FREE • Bilingual
Starting: March 16th

Men’s Support Group -  Zoom
Every 2nd Monday of the month

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • Bilingual

Starting: March 14th

Borderline Personality Disorder Support Group - Zoom
Every 4th Monday of the month
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • Bilingual
Starting: March 28th

Depression and Anxiety Support Group - Zoom
Every 3rd Wednesday of the month
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • Bilingual
Starting: March 23rd

Psychosis and Bipolar Disorder Support Group - Zoom
Every 3rd Monday of the month

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • Bilingual

Starting: March 21st

Spring 2022: Online Support Groups

All Mental Health Issues - Zoom
Every 1st Monday of the month

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
FREE • French 

Starting: March 7th

Please note: 

All dates and times indicated here may be subject to change. Our 
training, workshops and support groups are offered on Zoom. You 
must register in advance at info@asmfmh.org or 514-636-6885. 
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Sara Hashemi [SH]: To begin, can you tell me 
about your experience with mental illness and 
what you talk about in your book?

Florence K [FK]: My experience is very broad, 
but to sum it up, mental health is a continuum. 
It’s not just one diagnosis, one treatment and 
then it’s all sorted out. It’s something that evolves 
over time, with the person’s condition, with 
medication, with psychological treatments. So it’s 
important to take all these factors into account.

I had a first diagnosis, it evolved into another 
diagnosis and the treatment also had to be 
adjusted. But the bottom line is that it is possible. 
It is possible to live with a mental health disorder 
when it is well managed, when you have support 
and adequate follow-up.

SH: Tell me a little about your writing process. 
How did it feel to share your experiences?

FK: With my first book, because these were 
fairly recent events and I hadn’t really started 
my studies, there was a much more intimate 
relationship with writing. I was still a bit on edge, 
but when I wrote my last book, which looks at 
elements of the past six years or so after the first 
book, I have a rather analytical perspective. It’s 
more like a case study, trying to make connections 

between experience and science as well. This is 
very important to me. It’s been two completely 
different writing processes, I would say the first 
one was more intimate, and the second one with 
a clearer look at things. More distance, more 
perspective too. 

SH: You say that in choosing to write your 
previous book, Buena Vida, you sought a kind 
of redemption. How was the writing process for 
Nueva Vida different?

FK: Yes, because I think in the first one I was still 
prejudiced against myself. I still felt guilty about 

A Conversation with Florence K

Florence K is an award-winning singer, songwriter, 
author, and mental health advocate. Friends 
for Mental Health had the opportunity to have 
a conversation with the artist about her new 
book, Nueva Vida, her artistic practice, and her 
experiences with mental health. 

Sara Hashemi, Communications Coordinator 
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having experienced a mental health disorder. And 
so, it was like I was looking for [redemption] too. 
But then I concluded that there wasn’t necessarily 
a need for redemption or anything, that you don’t 
ask for redemption because you had cancer or 
diabetes. It’s really different.

SH: You talked about how your family supported 
you and helped you through your mental 
health crisis. Is there anything you want family 
caregivers to know about supporting a loved one 
with a mental health problem?

FK: Caregivers need to support themselves. This 
is very, very important because caregivers should 
not put their own mental health at risk to help 
someone.

We should also remember that caregivers are not 
necessarily trained to deal with this. They don’t 
necessarily have the tools or the perspective. It is 
not someone who is neutral, and this can cause 
conflicts. It can create resistance from the person 

who is suffering. That’s why organizations like 
Friends for Mental Health are essential resources. 
It’s very difficult for people who live with someone 
who suffers from a mental health problem.

SH: You are a very talented musician. Has your 
artistic practice helped you with your mental 
health problems? How would you say your mental 
health and your art are related? 

FK: I think in writing, yes, but not in music more 
than anything else. When I was young, I went into 
music as a vehicle for emotional expression, but 
I would say after that it was really two separate 
paths, two distinct paths.

SH: What do you hope readers will take away 
from reading your book?

FK: That a mental health disorder is not a 
condemnation. It’s very difficult to live with it 
when you don’t have support, and that’s why we 
need to make that support available. It’s possible 
to bring back hope, but there is a lack of resources 
and a lack of knowledge on the subject. And also, 
the message is that there is no shame or guilt in 
living with a mental health disorder.

SH: In conclusion, what would you like people to 
know about mental health?

FK: I think there is a need for concrete 
government action to make care and access to 
care easier and simpler. Because when we are in 
the middle of a depression, when our thoughts are 
disorganised, when we have difficulty getting out 
of bed, we don’t necessarily have the capacity to 
go and search, to go to the CLSC or to be turned 
away because there is no room, to go to the 
emergency room, to be exposed to COVID. There 
has to be a pathway, a clear direction for those 
who are suffering.

This interview has been edited for length and clarity. 
You can purchase Nueva Vida: Mener la danse avec 
un trouble de santé mentale today.
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Creative Arts Therapies

Ikebana, the Japanese art of flower arrangement, 
was introduced in Japan at the end of the 6th 
century by Senmu Ikenobo, who gave his name 
to the school. It was at this time that Buddhism 
entered Japan, and its philosophy should be 
remembered: one of its main rules being respect 
for oneself, for others and for nature. The soul 
of the Ikenobo school is “a compelling desire 
for beautiful things, a desire to be and to make 
beautiful, a desire to create beauty and to share 

it. “1

To make an ikebana is to create a sculpture with 
branches, leaves and/or flowers while respecting 
the way they grow. It is quite simple: you place a 
few branches and flowers, using a flower holder 
or a small block of floral foam, in a container 
in such a way as to bring out the beauty and 
harmony of each element.

1. Quote from Sen’ei Ikenobo

Learn more about different forms of therapy from various experts. 

The Therapeutic Power of Ikebana 
Raynald Donais, Professor and President
Ikenobo Ikebana Society of Montreal

©Raynald Donais
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Drama therapy uses expressive and dramatic 
artistic mediums to create psychological 
transformation. It takes into account the whole 
person and helps to meet the participant’s 
therapeutic goals by expressing emotions that 
cannot be shared verbally.

Drama therapy is an incredibly powerful 
approach to personal growth, well-being, and 
communication. Dramatherapists encourage 
participants to use, among other things, 
voice, senses, movement, improvisation, role 
development, and storytelling. Whether in a 
group or individual setting, each person’s unique 
and expressive language is respected.

Many people can benefit from this approach, 
such as caregivers, youth, or victims of violence. 
For example, they can identify the roles played in 
their lives (e.g. caregiver, victim, etc.) and practice 
new ways of being (e.g. survivor, partner, etc.).

What is Drama Therapy?
Florine Gall & Natasha Wlliot 
Dramatherapists

Music therapy involves using music in a 
therapeutic setting in order to support one’s 
health and wellbeing. A certified music therapist 
will assess their client’s needs in order to develop 
a plan with them. During a session, a participant 
might compose music, sing, play an instrument, 
analyze lyrics, or simply listen to a song. No 
musical training is necessary. 

Music therapy has a wide range of benefits for 

a variety of groups. It can help individuals who 
have a loved one with a mental health issue 
release their emotions, express their thoughts 
and feelings, lessen their feelings of isolation, and 
better cope with their situation. These benefits 
can be transferred to other areas of their lives and 
improve their overall wellbeing.1

1. Information adapted from the Canadian Association of Music 
Therapists

About Music Therapy
Sara Hashemi
Communications Coordinator
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Journaling, like any form of reflection, helps 
you tap into your thoughts and feelings through 
writing. It involves writing down your feelings 
in order to understand them more clearly and 
perhaps help you gain control of your emotions 
and to express them more freely. It can be 
as simple as keeping a record of your day, or 
how you are feeling at a particular time, or 
observations about life. We invite our hidden 
selves to appear. Keeping a journal helps you 
create order in your mind and make sense of the 
world. You do not have to be an expert writer to 
accomplish this task. Put pen to paper and let the 
mind do the rest — sometimes you will surprise 
yourself.

In a journaling session, participants are given 
prompts or mini topics to write about. Their 
interpretation is strictly up to you. Sharing is 
valuable (but not mandatory) because others may 
have insights you have not considered. There is 
no right or wrong way. Journaling will give you the 
chance to express anything that comes to mind 
and to try your hand at the art of writing.

The Benefits of Journaling 
Lesley Pasquin
Writer and Educator

We want to hear from you!
Would you be interested in attending courses or workshops on any of the 
creative arts therapies you just read about? Let us know, and we will work 
on offering it!  Please scan the QR code on this page to fill out our survey. 
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Gratitude Journal 

For me, journaling is a way of stepping back, 
reflecting, and putting on paper the things 
we would like to clarify. As we write, ideas or 
answers may come to mind. For instance, when 
I write, I am guided and find solutions that I had 
not thought about before. Journaling also helps 
us look back at past situations that we hadn’t 
thought about, because we don’t always take 
the time to live in the moment. It’s important to 
remember that it’s not just about writing down 
the things that aren’t going well in our lives. We 
must also write down the things that we enjoy, 
which is why I suggest starting with the Gratitude 
Journal. 

This journal is very easy to use. You prepare 
your day with a little meditation, your goal for 
the day, and the things you are grateful for at the 
start of your day. In the evening, you write down 
how your day went. It spans over three months, 
making it a perfect medium length commitment. It 
is one of our best-sellers because of how easy it is 
to use and understand. 

You can purchase the gratitude journal at OM 
Wellness. 

Alexandre Rivard, Co-Founder OM Wellness

https://ombienetre.com/products/journal-gratitude-journal?variant=31450792067185
https://ombienetre.com/products/journal-gratitude-journal?variant=31450792067185
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Bye Victoria!

Welcome Maury!

Dear members,
I’m leaving my counselor position at Friends for Mental 

Health. It has been a great pleasure working with many of 
you! I enjoyed getting to know you all. Working with the 
members and supporters of Friends for Mental Health has 
been one of the best parts of this job, and I am sure my 
successor will continue this positive working relationship.

I also wanted to highlight the new multicultural 
community outreach program at Friends. This program 
is tailored to clients from different cultural backgrounds. 
It allows counselors to provide culturally appropriate 
psycho-educational services regarding mental illness to 
reduce stigma in the native language of the community we 
serve. I wanted to formally thank all the organizers — from 
mosques to community centres — for allowing us to present our services to your community!

I wish you the best of luck in the future,
Victoria Kuczynski

My name is Maury and I am very excited to join the Friends 
for Mental Health team as a Psychosocial Counselor and 
Community worker.

I have a degree in Psychology that I obtained in Venezuela. 
I recently finished a Certification on the principles of the 
rational–emotional approach.  Professionally, I have a long 
trajectory of working with individuals in a hospital setting, in 
rehabilitation centers, and for school boards. My approach 
with families comes from a compassionate perspective 
based on emotional–rational fundamentals and the art of 
MBSR.

Last year, I started volunteering at the Montreal Women’s Centre as part of their intervention 
services. I have a good sense of community, with a focus on the Hispanic population, which 
is also why I am very excited to work on the Cultural Community Outreach Project and be 
part of this team. Thank you all!

Maury Herrera  
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Thank you To all of our donors This pasT 
quarTer!

MLUWCBeaurepaire
United Church Montreal Lakeshore 

University Women’s Club
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